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NEW STUDY REVEALS HOW TECH COMPANIES TACKLE ONLINE
CONTENT ISSUES

An independent study of online trust and safety practice, the Internet Commission’s second

accountability report identifies and evaluates 46 trust and safety practices in 6 organisations.

Over the last two years, the Internet Commission has gathered evidence from a cohort of 6 tech

companies. A number of industry-leading brands took part in the study: Sony Playstation

(gaming), Tinder (dating) and Twitch (streaming). The findings aim to inform policymakers about

the challenges online companies face and the tools they have available, and to encourage them

to demonstrate accountability and act responsibly.

The EU’s Digital Services Act and the UK’s Online Safety Bill are significant developments in

digital policy and regulation. Both take a systems approach to regulation: focusing on the design

of digital operations, rather than attempting to rule on individual items of content. This report

offers insights into these operations: the systems and processes that companies put in place,

the challenges companies face, the tools they use, and how they can do better.

The Internet Commission identifies three important trends: user agency: the engagement of

users in shaping content moderation and related policies, proactive oversight: how companies

monitor and take responsibility for the social impact of their operations, and innovation: the

opportunities for new technologies to support both safety and freedom online.

This accountability reporting process is the first of its kind. It involves collecting confidential

data from companies according to an Evaluation Framework that focuses on how organisations

are run and how they moderate content, including the design and automation of their

operations. Following interviews with business leaders and front-line workers, individual case

studies are built. Companies then engage in knowledge sharing workshops to look in detail at

their challenges, approaches and success stories.

The report is available at inetco.org/report.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/13aaItNDoynvXHeNZLF2yj1IiQsRcdbvb/view


About the Internet Commission

We help companies deliver “tech for good”. We promote ethical business practice to counter

hate speech, abuse, fraud, algorithmic bias, and misinformation, whilst protecting privacy and

freedom of expression. Our independent evaluation, knowledge sharing, and accountability

reporting help organisations advance digital responsibility and tackle online harms.

www.inetco.org

Contact:

Patrick Grady

patrick.grady@inetco.org

+44 (0)20 8242 4066
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